
3. Bimblebox (Jingle Bells) 
     By 6degrees Brisbane 

Dashing through approvals 
With a fast track government 
Under fields they go 
Farmers to torment 
Nature to destroy 
Wallets all to fill 
Palmer’s in the Parliament 
And he’s out there for the kill. 

Bimblebox, Bimblebox 
Clive he wants a mine 
No more birds or reptiles there 
Palmer thinks that’s fine, hey! 

Bimblebox, Bimblebox 
Digging up the land 
Save our nature refuges 
That’s what we all demand. 

One-day we’ll win the fight 
And sense will win the day 
Clive will do what’s right 
Solar all the way! 
It’s where the future’s at 
Leave coal in the ground, 
Protect our nature refuges, 
The best answer around. 

Bimblebox, Bimblebox 
Clive he wants a mine 
No more birds or reptiles there 
Palmer thinks that’s fine, hey! 

Bimblebox, Bimblebox 
Digging up the land 
Save our nature refuges 
That’s what we all demand. 

 

 

4. Climate Change (Baby Face) 

Climate change 
We’ve got ourselves a little 
Climate change 
More than the weather is now 
going strange 
with Climate Change 
my poor heart is thumpin’ 
we sure have started somethin’ 

Climate Change 
We like the temperature in 
The USUAL range! 
The pollies need a shove 
To save this earth we love 
Cut fossil fuels,  
cut Climate Change 

Climate Change 
How can we leave our kids with 
Climate Change 
They’ll grow up anxious, 
hungry & deranged  
by a climate changed 
Way beyond recognition, 
We need a wise decision 

Climate Change 
We like the temperature in 
the USUAL range! 
The pollies need a shove 
To save this earth we love 
Cut fossil fuels,  
cut Climate Change 

 

 

 

8. I’m a Believer 

I thought climate change  
was just a fairy tale 
Meant for someone else  
but not for me, 
Carbon out to get me, 
What a nasty dream, 
Spoiling all my luxury schemes. 

That I could not face,  
so I’m a denier, 
There’s just a trace  
of doubt in my mind, 
But I’m in fear  
Ooh Ooh I’m a denier, 
Full of desire to stay blind. 

The seasons used to be  
a God-given thing, 
Spring was cool  
and summer not too hot, 
But Winter is too cold now, 
The cyclones are a pain, 
When the farmers need the sunshine 
they get rain. 

So the facts I face,  
now I’m a believer, 
Not a trace of doubt in my mind, 
Climate change,  
oo oo I’m a believer, 
We can save her if we try. 

(Tony won’t hear facts,  
says he’s a denier, 
Scrap the carbon tax,  
he’s out of his mind, 
And his mining mates,  
ooh ooh rich deniers, 
with lobbyist liars, highly paid.) 

But Winter is too cold now, 
The cyclones are a pain, 

When the farmers need the sunshine 
they get rain. 

So the facts I face,  
now I’m a believer, 
Not a trace of doubt in my mind, 
Climate change,  
ooh ooh I’m a believer, 
We can save her if we try. 

 

 

9. Dough for Me tune: “Do-Re-Mi”   

    Parodied by Lismore/Bentley Mob 

 

Let’s start at the very beginning 
The very best place to start 
When you read  
you begin with ABC, 
When you mine you begin with 
‘Dough for me’, ‘Dough for me’ 
The very first thoughts just 
happen to be ‘Dough for me’ 

(Spoken ) “let’s see if I can make 
it easier …” 

Dough for those already rich, 
Rai-sing toxins in the air, 
Me-aning we will suffer too, 
Far or near no matter where, 
So persistent is the risk, 
La-sting on and on and on, 
Tee-tering on the edge of doom, 
So the rich can have more 
Dough, dough, dough, dough 

(Repeat chorus once more) 



10. Renewables are all About  

       (Do The Hokey Pokey) 

Put more investment in 
Send incentives out 
In, out, in, out 
Spread them all about 
It’s not hocus pocus, Just turn it on 
Renewables are all about 

Oh, it’s not hocus pocus! 
If only the government  
would focus 
Fossil fuels they nearly broke us 
Renewables are all about 

You put your solar up 
Switch the savings on 
Up, on, up, on 
The roof where it belongs 
It’s not hocus pocus, just turn it on 
Renewables are all about. 

Oh, it’s not hocus pocus! 
If only the government  
would focus 
Fossil fuels they nearly broke us 
Renewables are all about 

More wind power in 
Is less carbon out 
In, out, in, out 
Together we will shout 
It’s not hocus pocus, just turn it on 
Renewables are all about. 

Oh, it’s not hocus pocus! 
If only the government  
would focus 
Fossil fuels they nearly broke us 
Renewables are all about 

 

11. Less is More  

       (3 Blind Mice ROUND) 

Less is more, Less is more 
Good for everyone,  
good for everyone 
 
There’s more than enough 
                     for the world to share 
by living simply and taking care 
With solar, wind and more local fare 
Less is more 

 

 

You can access more  
Carbon Canaries songs on 

your smart phone by heading  
to the website … 

www.carboncanaries.com.au 

… so you and your friends can 
break into song wherever the 

occasion arises  
(like when you bump into your 

local representative …) 

Most songs have been  
parodied by  

Jenny Fitzgibbon and/or  
Paul Spencer 

jennyfitzy@gmail.com 
All original writers and composers 

are named on website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Who do you think you are 

    Kidding Mr. Palmer?  
    (Dad’s Army) 
 
Who do you think you are  

kidding Mr. Palmer 
If you think we’re on the run? 
We are the ones  
who will stop your little game, 
We know that coal mining’s  
scary and insane, 

So who do you think you are  
                    kidding Mr. Palmer? 
If you think you’ve Queensland won? 
 
So watch out Mr. Palmer, 
You’d best pull up your socks.  
We’ll save you from bad Karma 
While saving Bimblebox 
 
So who do you think you are kidding 
Mr. Palmer? 
 If you think we’re on the run! 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Switch to the Sunshine  

    (You are my Sunshine) 

We’ll use the sunshine 
Mostly the sunshine 
Some wave & wind pow’r  
when skies are grey 
Savings colossal 
without a fossil     
So switch to the sunshine today. 

Invest in sunshine 
Insist on sunshine 
Unplug that thing, skip out and play 
be an outdoor sort 
on public transport 
and switch to the sunshine today. 

Rpt first verse with alternative lines: 
Fossils are comic, Uneconomic 
So switch to the sunshine today 
 

and Repeat again … 
Water gets heated, big bills defeated 
So switch to the sunshine today 
 

The SONGBOOK 

Carbon Canaries is an online song resource, sharing 
creative ways to start conversations about climate change.  
If you are getting together with others to sing these songs, 

welcome to the Carbon Canaries flock! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

$2  

or more 

Singing out for Climate Action 

Or more if 
you like it! 


